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\Ye represent a cellular system by an undirected graph (without 
loops or multiple edges) where the vertices of the graph represent 
t he  cells of the  system and pairs of cells that  are  forhidden from 
using the same channel are  joined by an edge. ii channel is a 
frequencj- in the case of FDhIA systems and a time slot in the 
case of TDMA systems. Two esaniples of cellular systems are  
shown in the figure. 
We assume that  the call arrivals in a cell are  independent 
of call arrivals in all other cells and obey a Poisson distribution. 
that  t he  rate  of arrivals is t he  same in every cell (uniform traffic). 
that  the call-durations are  exponentially distributed. and that a 
call does not leave a cell when it is in progress (no  handofis). Let 
be the number of cells and C the nuniber of availalile channel> 
in the system. Let p he the offered traffic per cell (measured in 
Erlangs). For any channel assignment scheme. let T ( p )  t)e the  
carried traffic in the  sj-stem and Ai the  maximum nuniber of 
calls that can be in progress simultaneously in the  system. 
A fixed channel assignment (FCA) assigns a fised number 
of channels permanent]\- to each cell under the constraint that  
two cells joined by an edge are  not assigned the same channel. 
A new call in a cell is assigned one of the  channels assigned to 
that cell, if such a channel is available. Otherwise the call is 
blocked. A cell is not allowed to  borrow a channel froin another 
cell even if the  other cell is not using that channel. i ln  FC.4 
can be  represented by an N-vector of integers. ( c > ) .  where c, is 
the number of channels assigned to the  i th  cell. Clearly. t he  
maximum nuniber of calls that  can be progress is .21 = E, c i .  
For example. t he  ( 1 ,  1 .  l ) -FCA in the cellular system represented 
by G1 assigns one channel t o  each of the cells (,If = 3 )  \Thereas 
the (2, 0, 2)-FCA assigns two channels to cells 1 and 3 and 
none to  cell 2 (Ai = 4 ) .  S o t e  that  both of these fised channel 
assignments require a total of 2 channels (C = 2) .  
In dynamic channel assignment. all the  channels are  avail- 
able in all the  cells and channels are  assigned to the calls as they 
arise under the constraint that  two cells joined by an edge are  not 
assigned the same channel simultaneously. T h e  Rlasimum Pack- 
ing (h3P) strategy [l] is a dynamic channel assignment strategy 
that  allows the channels assigned t o  the  calls in progress to Ile 
changed if it allows a new call t o  be  assigned a channel. If no 
channel can be found in spite of this. t he  call is blocked: oth- 
erwise the call is accepted. One might expect that 3lP will be 
bei fcr ,  i.e.. have a higher carried traffic, than any FC‘A for the 
same value of p .  This  is t rue if no channel may I.)? reused in 
the  cellular system, i.e.. if t he  cellular system is represented by 
a complete graph. (This  phenomenon, which is basically a law 
of large numbers, is usually termed “trunking efficiency“ in tele- 
phony.) It can also be  shown that  for any cellular system. I fP 
has a higher carried traffic than FCA for sufficiently small p .  
However, surprisingly this is not always true. 
It was shown in [l]  t ha t ,  for t he  infinit.e cellular system rep- 
resented by G2, when C = 2, t he  (. . . ,  1 , 1 , 1 , .  . .)-FCA has a 
higher carried traffic than MP, for large p .  This  was the first 
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example of a cellular system where an FCA has a higher car- 
ried traffic than hfP. In this paper. we stud>- this interesting 
phenomenon further. 
Theorem 1. For any channel assignment scheme. 
for large p .  where II, is the probability that  i calls are  in progress 
in the system. 
Let p ;  = II,Il,,. Then.  p ,  may be substituted for II, in the above 
result. This  is important because. even for sniall values of .V and 
C‘. the  required values of n ,  are  much more difficult t o  compute 
than  the  corresponding p , .  
Corollary 1. A (c1. c 2 . .  . . ~ CS)- FCA satisfies T ( p )  = 12i - 
M / p  + O(l/p’)  for large p ,  where Ai = E;’=, c, .  
If a denotes the largest number of cells that can simulta- 
neously use the  same channel (a  is t he  independence or stabil- 
ity number of the corresponding graph) .  it can be  shown that  
,\I 5 CQ for any channel assignment scheme. By the definition 
of n there is a set of a cells all of which may use the  same chan- 
nel. ,4n FC.4 that assigns all C available channels t o  each cell 
in this set achieves .If = Ca. T h e  same argument shows that  
AI = C‘n for hlP. 
Example 1. Consider the cellular system represented by the  
graph G1 and let C = 2. T h e  (1 .  1. l ) -FCA satisfies (using 
Corollary 1) T ( p )  = 3 - 3 / p  + O( l / p 2 )  for large p. But,  for large 
p the  (2.  0. 2))-FCA which satisfies T ( p )  = 4 - 4 / p + 0 ( l / p 2 )  has 
a higher carried traffic (and hence a lower blocking probability). 
In fact, its carried traffic is even higher than that of hlP (using 
the  same number of channels viz. C = 2) which satisfies T ( p )  = 
4 - 8 / p  + O(l/p’) .  So this is another example where MP has 
a lower carried traffic than an FCA for heavy traffic - but t he  
FCA t o  be considered is not the (1 .  1 .  1)-FCA but t he  (2? 0, 2)- 
FCA. Ofcourse, one cannot expect t he  ( 1 .  1. l)-FC‘A to be  better 
than hlP for heavy traffic since it can only carry a maximum 
of 3 calls whereas MP can carry 1. In general, any FCA with 
JI < Ca cannot be better than M P  for heavy traffic. 
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